ACROSS
1. *Flower of China believed to promote longevity
6. *Former name of Myanmar
11. Rightmost pedal
14. "If all goes well ..."
15. It has legs but no back
16. Freud's I
17. *___ National Forest Park (inspiration for the landscape of "Avatar")
19. *75-Across-i-___ (island of Fiji)
20. Give a hand to
21. Like some scientists
22. Bobby of Boston Bruins fame
23. Comic's offering
24. Flat French hat
26. Top-rated
28. Nash who wrote "I don't mind eels / Except as meals"
31. Dead or Red follower
33. George who wrote "The Alchemy of Finance"
34. Like the tops of dunce caps
36. ____ chart
40. Web protocol letters
41. Come to a conclusion?
42. *Ancient Japanese warrior who belonged to the noble class
45. Refractive-index symbol, in physics
46. Scrapped, as a NASA mission
48. Water___ (dental brand)
49. What singers sing in when they don't harmonize
51. Garbo, for one
53. Outdoor gear chain
55. "Say Yes to the ___"
56. Split in two
58. Make a deduction
60. Nice friend
62. ____-Os (imitation salad topping brand)
64. Bugs Bunny addressee
65. Son of, in Scots names
68. "Maggie May" singer Stewart
69. *Key chain?
72. Moo___ gai pan
73. Less disagreeable
74. Things to avoid
75. *9-Across (island of Fiji)
76. *Main export of Kiribati
77. *Only indigenous monarchy in the Pacific Islands

DOWN
1. "Cabaret" star Minnelli
2. Casual greeting
3. "Frog and ___ Are Friends"
4. The CW predecessor
5. Tangerine pieces
6. Songs that are rarely hits
7. Marathoner Pippig or actress Hagen
8. Corrida cape color
9. Kelly of "The West Wing"
10. Old Olds models
11. *Official language of Kiribati
12. Flavonoids-rich berry
13. How Pandora should have kept her box
18. Tips holder
24. Folds or Franklin
25. Polynesian boat type with symmetric "crab-claw" sails
27. *Japanese dance-drama theatre style known for its use of masks
28. Begins a Broadway run
29. "Leave at once!"
30. *Aboriginal wind instrument made from a eucalyptus branch
32. Hit the small screen
34. Von Bismarck et al.
35. Bridge measurements
37. *Micronesian state with stone money called rai, or an annoying dog sound
39. "___ de vie" (French brandy)
43. Russian orbiter of old
44. "___ Proposal" (Moore-Redford flick)
47. Poem from Pindar
50. Like some sale items: Abbr.
52. Legal term that's French for "on a bench"
54. First name in Indian political history
57. Horror director Argento
59. Fashion-conscious fellow
60. Golden Fleece transport
61. Site of the longest golf drive ever
63. Cyrillic for USSR
65. Singer/songwriter Aimee
66. Awestruck
67. ___ Nostra (crime syndicate)
70. "And I Love ___" (Beatles song)
71. London bathroom